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THE SOLOMAN CAMPAIGN

On this August Sunday, a year ago, the American public was informed

that our combined land, sea and air forces had made an attack on some islands

in the far-off southwest pacific known as the Solomons* It looked like a

small operation, commanding only modest headlines, and in the perspective of

that day, it says the New York Times. For that day was still dominated

hy Axis might, wuich was spreading" irkVa flood, threatening to engulf Russia,

Egypt, the Middle East, India, China and Australia* In comparison, the

Solomon Island undertaking appeared to he little more than a mosquito attack

on an elephant*.

Yet the Solomon Island attack turned out to ho the first offensive hy
the newly founded United Nations in a global strategy, resting, in largo part,
on the reserve strength thrown into the war hy the United Stages* And though
hoth this strategy and the American v/ar effort hive often heon exposed to

severe critism at homo and abroad, the -wisdom of the first and the earnestness

of the second have since been demonstrated hy events - events, the greatness
of which can he appreciated only in the perspective of the past yean*, Those

events not only turned the tide hut also marked the transition from the end of

the hoginning to the beginning of the end*

The size of the Solomon campaign v/as doc tatod hy the lea; of strategic
concentration which confined us to a holding war in the Pacific while wo wore

txylng to boat Hitler first.

For their ability to hold Japan was the cornerstone of a strategy which

permitted the United States to pour most of her reserves into the war in

Europe, It permitted America to ship increasing aid to Russia, which, if only
hy filling up Russia’s material reserves, helped the gallant Red Army to save

Stalingrad and to launch counter-offensives that wrested the initiative from

Hitler and have nova led to the recapture of Orel and Byelgorod It permitted

increasing aid to GeneralMontgomery 1 s armies in Egypt which contributed much

to the victory of El Alamein and the triumphant march across North Africa*

Above all, it made possible the Anglo American landing in North Africa which

started the train of events that led to the victory of Tunisia, and the conquest
of Sicily, which revived the French fighting spirit and overthrew Mussolini and

his Fascist system, cracked the Axis, breached the walls of Hitler 's European

fortress, and changed the whole military and political picture in Europe.

Pew would want to undo any of those achievements and their further

promdsjos by changing the strategy today. Unfortunately, tire global military

strategy tint produced thorn’has as yet found no counterpart in a. common

political strategy on which, in the end, will depend the fruits of military

victory. To find such a common political strategy is now becoming as urgent
and -as important a. tack as tho prosecution of the war itself*

THE SECOND FRONT

From many quarters come reports and speoulat ions concerning an imminent

mooting between Prime Minister Churchill, and President Roosevelt, Certainly the

potentialities for concerted action by Britain and the United States appear to

be multiplying and with them the need for unified military and political

preparedness, says the New York Herald Tribune,

Italy provides the most immediate problem. The Italians in Sicily are

■virtually out of action and despite the continued coyness of the Badoglio

government, there seems good reasons to assume that the same is true a.s far as

the mainland is- ooroemecl*
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Related to this question is the prospect that Germany in some of the other

bastions of Fortress Europe - Norway or the Balkans - may be planning merely

holding operations while digging in in greatest strength closer to the borders of

the Reich. This strategy may result from.present limitations on German fighting

power or it may be forced by’a disaster in Russia - one which may now bo in the

making as the Russians drive on Bryansk and Kharkov.

Either as.the result of a Gorman withdrawal from the coast or as an.

accompaniment to the Russian offensive, now landings on the European continent

may well be on the agenda, for the next meeting. To fulfil the Russian definition

of a second front - one which would- draw off sixty German and twenty satellite

divisions - would, be far fr*om easy, considering the amount of shipping required
for the relatively modest Sicilian operation and the continuing demands of that

theatre, The shorter communication line implied by an attack on Northern Europe

would alter the equation, however.

In addition to the hopes and complications presented by offensive operations

by land and sea, the Allied leaders would have to assay the results already
achieved by strategic bombing from the , air - which has played, so important a part
in Italy’s collapse and which is producing signs of panic in Germany. Mr.

Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill - and the military advisers must determine what

relations these blows at the heart of bear to the blows against the

armoured perimeter of Hitler’s Empire; whether the energy devoted to them should

lie increased or diverted to other types of action.'

Underlying all the military possibilities arc the insistent omens of political

changes in Germany. V/hile it is folly to wage war as if a collapse on the German

home front were certain or imminent, every effort must be bent toward bringing it

about as speedily as possible and when the crash takes place, whether it bo- early

or late, whether the army or the regime first gives way, the united Nations must

have at least, a foundation of political unity on which to build the now Europe,
For this the agreement of Mr, Churchill and Mr, -Roosevelt alone is not sufficient,

France, and the“smaller nations cannot be ignored and, above all, Stalin must be

taken into account and his presence at the next meeting of Allied leaders would

not guarantee the, unity of the United Nations, but it would be a most hopeful

augury, . .
THE BATTLE OF BERLIN

' If Berlin 1' could be bombed with the same persistence and intensity as marked

the recent record-breaking aerial assault on Hamburg, the war in Europe would be

very much nearer its end than it is today,, the Washington post believes. Aside

from, being the largest city"in the Reich, Berlin is also one *of the most important
of Germany’s industrial centres. It is the second largest inland port in the

Reich, being surpassed in this particular only by bomb-battered puisberg, and it

is one of the greatest railroad centres in Europe, But, most important of. all,
Berlin is the scat ail’d centre of Hitler’s top-heavy and far-rangeing bureaucratic

machine.

Under the Nazis there has been far less decentralization of government.than
decentralization of industry. Government ally speaking, all roads in Germany lead

to Berlin and out of Berlin, There the decisions arc made, from there/go the

orders, decrees, directives, plans - to the, armies in the field, to' the legion
of gauleiters, Quislings and occupation troops, to industry and agriculture,-Thus

Berlin, far more than any other city in the Reich, is the heart of the German war

effort. And any major disruption of its life - the kind of disruption that

occurred in Hamburg following the recent raids by the, R.A.F. - would produce
disorder and confusion throughout Nazidom, Nor can such a possibility be

prepared against any large-scale ev&ouation of Berlin’s population or the removal

of Berlin’s industries to safer places. The swollen bureaucracy made up of

government and party functionaries must, by the very-nature of the Nazi system,
continue to live and move and have its being in the capital.

It is not surprising then that the dostuction of Hamburg by Allied bombers
has produced a tremor of alarm in Nazi circles even greater than, that produced
by the sudden collapse of Mussolini, for they realize that with nights getting
longer the battle of Berlin may begin in earnest. It can easily prove the most

decisive battle of the war.

U.S.O.W.I.
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